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(R2) 14:25 CHESTER,  7f 1y 

MBNA Nursery (Class 4) (2YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (3) 413192 KNOW NO LIMITS (IRE) 13 CD BF 
b f Outstrip - Singing Field

2 9 - 12 R Kingscote
Tom Dascombe

86

Jockey Colours: Black, beige diamond, black sleeves, beige stars, beige cap
Timeform says: Dual course winner (including over C&D) who quickly dispelled a blip when
runner-up over 6f here last month, despite arguably being ridden too aggressively.
Possibilities from handy draw in stall 3.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

2 (1) 631 POWERTRAIN (IRE) 27 
ch c Zoffany - Emerald Ring

2 9 - 7 Ben Curtis
Hugo Palmer

81

Jockey Colours: Purple, emerald green cross belts
Timeform says: Has progressed with each outing to date, making it third time lucky at
Newmarket (6f) in August, coming clear with the runner-up. This the softest ground he's faced
but considered from plum draw in 1.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

3 (9) 332 EMBOLDEN (IRE) 16 
b c Kodiac - Sassy Gal

2 9 - 6v1 T Hamilton
R A Fahey

80

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue inverted triangle and sleeves, white cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Placed all 3 runs and improved up to 7f when keeping-on second in
strongly-run Musselburgh maiden 14 days ago. That form is working out well so an
interesting nursery debutant with visor added.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

4 (7) 12085 IVA REFLECTION (IRE) 62 
b c Ivawood - Mirror Image

2 9 - 4p Jane Elliott (3)
Tom Dascombe

78

Jockey Colours: White, red cross belts, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Won 5f Doncaster maiden on debut in April. Good second in Lily Agnes at
Chester but he's pretty exposed now and was only fifth despite running creditably in nursery
at York last time.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

5 (8) 2226 ALIX JAMES 15 
b c Acclamation - Tout Va Bien

2 9 - 4 DOUBTFUL
I Jardine

78

Jockey Colours: Red, white diamond, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red diamonds
Timeform says: Runner-up first 3 starts in minor/maiden company and easily excused his
latest Carlisle effort (badly hampered entering final 100 yds). Not dismissed lightly on nursery
debut. NON RUNNER.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

6 (12) 634 FANTASY BELIEVER (IRE) 18 
b c Make Believe - Avizare

2 9 - 2 DOUBTFUL
C Hills

76

Jockey Colours: Orange, royal blue cross of lorraine, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap
Timeform says: Thrice-raced colt who is steadily going the right way, keeping on late in the
day having initially been outpaced at Chepstow (7f) last time. NON RUNNER.  (Forecast
15.00)

Notes: 

7 (4) 3710 MISCHIEF STAR 15 D 
b c Due Diligence - Red Mischief

2 9 - 0 S A Gray
D O'Meara

74

Jockey Colours: Red, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Capitalised on what was a weak race when defeating 11 rivals in a Catterick
maiden (7f) on his penultimate start. Ridden too aggressively when last of 10 at Carlisle (6.9f)
since.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 
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8 (6) 734252 LEXI THE ONE (IRE) 20 
b f Dandy Man - Garter Star

2 8 - 10 P Hanagan
R A Fahey

70

Jockey Colours: Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Fair filly who again hit the frame, whilst highlighting a stiffer test would have
suited ideally at Redcar (7f) last time, staying on well. Mark has risen as a result, though.

 (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

9 (2) 571340 AMBYFAEIRVINE (IRE) 22 
b c Epaulette - Corryvreckan

2 8 - 10b1 Jason Hart
Ivan Furtado

70

Jockey Colours: Light green, white chevron and sleeves
Timeform says: Improved form to make winning nursery debut at Pontefract (6f) in July.
Similar form when hitting frame next 2 starts but he does need to shrug off a lesser display at
Leicester 3 weeks ago. Blinkered  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

10
(10)

740422 WE OWEN A DRAGON 15 BF 
ch g Dragon Pulse - Raktina

2 8 - 8p1 F Norton
Tom Dascombe

68

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white
star
Timeform says: Highlighted he has a race in him of late, again finding only one too good at
Carlisle (6.9f) towards the end of last month. However, this is a stronger affair and his draw in
10 makes things tricky.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

11
(11)

583393 LITTLE TED 15 
ch c Cityscape - Speedy Utmost Meg

2 8 - 2b1 J P Sullivan
T D Easterby

62

Jockey Colours: Red and black diamonds, red sleeves, black armlets and diamonds on cap
Timeform says: Bounced back to the pick of his form when a close-up third at Carlisle (6.9f)
last month, keeping on having got upsides over 1f out. Blinkers now reached for but another
done no favours by the draw.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

12 (5) 659420 BOB'S OSS (IRE) 14 
b g Anjaal - Prisca

2 8 - 1 Cam Hardie
A Berry

61

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, yellow spots
Timeform says: Largely struggled for John Quinn but credited with running best race when
second for this yard at Catterick (6f) on his penultimate outing. Failed miserably to back that
up at Hamilton since, though.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: EMBOLDEN isn't ideally drawn in stall 9 but there have been definite signs of
encouragement in 3 starts to date to think he can make a serious impact now entering nurseries and,
with a first-time visor reached for, an improved showing could well be on the cards. Both Powertrain
and Know No Limits (previous winners) are also expected to play their part.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: EMBOLDEN (3) 
2: POWERTRAIN (2) 
3: KNOW NO LIMITS (1)


